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Whether youâ€™re hosting the next Super Bowl Sunday party or throwing a birthday bash with a

bunch of teenagers, get rave reviews on all your culinary creations when you use these easy,

crowd-pleasing recipes. Turn a Friday video night into an impromptu evening at the movies or turn

the kidsâ€™ Saturday sleepover into something special with snacks and treats theyâ€™re sure to

love. Whatever the occasion, itâ€™s certain to be a fun and festive event with your sure-to-please

snacks, nibbles and dishes. The nice thing about this recipe collection is that they make up quickly

and use ingredients you probably have on hand.
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There's so many easy recipes in this book, it's hard to decide which ones to prepare. I'm fortunate

that my gang isn't picky, so I can experiment to my heart's content!!!Between the Appetizers and the

Dips, I'm in snack heaven! Oh - the White Gold Popcorn? INCREDIBLE! Cookie Dough Cheeseball

- I could eat the whole thing myself!!(All the ingredients are stuff you probably already have - and

nothing the kids will groan 'that's gross' at!)



What a fantastic collection of delicious recipes for any party situation! I throw parties occasionally

and was sort of running out of ideas and wanted to get some fresh recipes - there is a HUGE

amount of inspiration here (as it says on the cover, over 100 recipes!), heaps of yummy and varied

snack ideas for parties - the main groups are salsas, dips, chicken wings, dipping sauces, sliders,

chilli, smokies and weiners, appetizers, snacks, desserts and drinks (I'm getting hungry just writing

this!).This is pretty much all you will need for any and all party situations you find yourself hosting. A

must have for your party planning. These tasty recipes are real crowd-pleasers and sure to be a hit

every time! Depending on how often you host a party, it would probably take years to even try them

all. Highly recommended!

This is a well-presented cookbook full of yummy recipes for popular party foods. It offers recipes

that use the type of ingredients most people have on hand so it's easy to follow along and throw

something together if you're in a bind, or don't have a lot of time. There's recipes for chicken wings,

sliders, dipping sauces, smokies, dips, salsas, snacks and a few (I wish there were more!) desserts.

The pictures are straight-forward and the layout is easy to follow along in the kitchen. The ones I've

tried so far turned out really good!

My husband and I like to have friends over, I love to cook, bake, boil. Broil, grill, sometimes I run

outOf ideas. This book has helped me to serve delicious recipes, we never have leftovers.I make

enough to feed an army when we entertain. Better too much than not enough.
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